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Abstract 

Earthquakes and their accompanying narural hazards 
(c.g.. ground shaking. ground failure, surface faulting, 
tectonic deformation, inundation) pose a widespread t h a t  
to human activities and to man-made structures and fa- 
cilities. Seismic hazard analysis, the quantitative esti- 
m t ion  of the hazard of eanhqudte ground shaking at a 
site. provides vduablc guidance for infunned decision- 
mak~ng on mitigating thc earrhquake threat. Recent 
lethodological advances in seismic hazard analysis al- 
ow marked improvements in incorporating fundamental 

input from geology. seismology, and earthquake engi- f ineering into the analysis in an orderly way. 

Rigorous estimations of seismic hazard (and of cor- , 
responding 'cask" of social or economic consequences) 
require cwful ly prescribed models of the space, time, 
nnd size dismbuuon of emhqunkcs, topether with d d s  
of ground-motion attenuation with distance. Given these 
inputs. up-to-datc probabilistic methods may be applied 
10 cornpule the level of groundshaking hazard, expressed 
0s the probability of nor exceeding some particular level 

tcrprct correctly chc results of a probabilistic seismic 
hazard analysis. it is ncccssary to undersuta unaerlyng 
assumptions and the basic concepts of probability. 

Introduction 

E r r r t l ~ ~ u d c ~  ~ S C  4 *r;Jc~fiitdd threat to humnn acriv- 
ilieb and to man-made smcrures and facilities. The ducat 
p r i m d y  ariaas from natural hnzardr thnt accompany 
cdrquakas,  notably ground shaking. ground failure, 

surface faultick, tectonic deformation, and lnundntion. 
The purpose of this paper is to present a ~ r o r i a l  inuo- 

' 

duction. together with an ovcrview of stare-of-the-an ap- 
proaches, to seismic hazard analysis (SHA). Despite its 
seemingly general meaning. SHA has come to have a 
specific engineering connotation-namely, the quantb. . 
tative estimation of the hazard of cmhquake ground 
shaking (ground motion) at a site. T h ~ s  is the sense with 
which we use the term thrnughout this paper. Figure 1 
provides a conceptual guide. 

The phenomenon of ground shaking is the most wide- 
spread and damaging earthquake-related hazard. Its 
characterization at one or morc sites during any future 
period of t i r r ~  is of fundamental lmportancc. nor only 
for defensive engineering design, bur also as a ba i s  for 
evdunting 'risk," i.e.. the likelihood that social or cco- 
nomic consequences will be suffered. SHA is relevunt 
to a broad spectrum of professionals. Our intended au- 
dience foi Lhis tutorial includes tanh scienthts who would 
typically be called upon to provide input for an SHA and 
any decision maker (eanh scientist or other) who needs 
to understand not only me unaerlying avbumprlonr and 
methodology of an SHA bur also the correct interpre- 
tation of its results. 

'Ihc specific focus of SHA upon rhe hanrcl of ~ r u u a d  
shaking does not diminish the irnponanrc of othcr cmh-  
quane-nlated hazards. Rarhcr, Ir rrcugltu~s d i d  t l ~  V~I~EI 
hazards are localized and can be studied and delinented 
by diwr  geological observabons (e.g.. Ziony and Yerkes. 
1985). For a more complete description of the varjous 
hazards assodared with en;thquakcs. we refer the reader 
to Hays (1981) and Blair and Spangle (1979) for non- 
tsohnicd ~xplannrionr, and to Zinny (19flCiI frlr an ex- 
cellent, comprehensive case study o f  tanhquake hazards 
in southern California. The evaluation of any earthquake 
h m d  baiically i~~volvcs an assessment of the location, 
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Distribution In Space . 
I 

Earthquakes naturally do not occur,uniformly through- 
qut an areal source or on a fault in a given time period. 
The modeled spatial distributions should reflect the n l -  
ative l i k e l i h d  of occumnce in the future. much is a 
pobabitity of ow-half nflects tht likc- that a flipped 
coin will land heads-up. For nn anal  source the common 
assumption is that earthquakes occur randomly in space 
throughout the source and ba t  the occurrence rate within 
the source is constant (i.e.. spatially homogeneous). Re- 
cent innovations allow the seismicity paramelm a and 
b chat we demibcd earlier to vary spatially within a source 
(WRI, 1988). Onc might chmsc, for txamplc, to mimic 
historical seismicity patterns. Advances in palmstis- 
mology and fault mechanics now allow, for some well- 
studied foulb, &railed specification of the location and 
extent of ~ p n r r t  for future surface-faulting earthquakes 
(see Cmne and Omdnhl, 1987). 

Size Distribution 

Enrlicr we emphasized that earthquake magnitude is 
the fundamental measure of size for a PSHA, and we 
&scribed the Gurenbcrg-Richter relation for fxrquency 
of occunrnce v m u s  magnitude. Some additional com- 
ment on earthquake size i s  warranted. Conventional 
magnitude scales measure earthquakt size based on the 
peak amplitude of seismic waves in a limited band of 
period or frequency (Kmamori, 1983). For example. 
Richter or Iocd magnitude. ML. and body-wave mag- 
nitude, m,, both are common measures of shnn-period 
ground motion coincidenraIly of particular engineering 
interest. The conventional scales 'saturate' (i.e., reach 
a limiting value) for large earthqualccs when the fault 
rupture length greatly exceeds the wavelength of the 
seismic waves to which a particular scale is keyed. A 
more undonn and physically meaningful measure of rhe 
s trcn~th of an eanhquake sourcc, pmicularly in terms 
of hult slip and rupture dimension, is seismic moment. 
M,, which can be convened into a 'moment magnitude." 
MJM, - (logM, - 16.1)/1.5] (Kanamori. 1983). Thtsc 
concepts become i m v t  when considering the max- 
imum-size aanhquakt that must be specified for cach 
sourcc zone (see Coppersmith et d.. 1987. regarding ap- 
proaches to estimating the marimurn earthquake). 

Although the Gutenberg-Richter relation may ade- 
quately describe the magnitude distribution for a rtgion. 
growing evidence suggests that it may not do so for in- 
dividud faults. One distribudon prcfemd lor sorrlc ma- 
jor faulls is the 'ch~racteristic' magnitude model ws- 
musky et al., 1983, and Youngs and Copp~mith, 1985). 
One form of this model uses an exponcnnal form as its 

basis. but uids r large mats of probability at the high 
end (near the 'chnracreristic' earthquakc) to account for 
the belief that earthquakes of a ccnain large size occur 
more frequently than simple extrapolation from smaller 
magnitudes would predict. These kinds of models havc 
been proposed for the SM Andrefis fault in California. 
for the Wasarch fault in Utah, for inraplate faulu in 
Japan, and for subduction zones. Other magnitude dis- 
tributions havc been proposed in the literature (e.g., 
nonlinear exponential forms. extreme-vdue distribu- 
tions. and others; see Anagnos and Kircmidjian, 1988). 
but they an not gencrdly used in PSHA because they 
have not received wide recognition as being more ap- 
propriate than the Gurcnhcrg-Richtcr rtlation, and their 
use generally has only a small effect on the calculaud 
hazard. 

Earthquske-rtcumncc parameters for a faulr-specific 
source can k derived. with certain assumptions, if the 
long-tenn slip rar on the fault or fault segment is known 
from tectonic or paleoscismologic srudies (Schwaru and 
Coppersmith, 1986, give an overview). In some areas 
when historical seiuniciry is inadequately documented 
or absent. such an approach may be the only one avail- 
able for characterizing earthquake recurrence on the fault 
source. Elsewhere. the approach allows u~cful cornpar- - ison with seismicity parametm computed from earth- 
quake caralogs. We elaborate on the use of fault slip 
rates for hazard analysis in the Cumnr Issues in PSHA 
section. 

Time Distribution 

Thc probability analysis that we are Interested in, 
summarily described by the equation in Figure 5d. con- 
tains an imporrant term, v,, that relates to the time dis- 
mbution of earthquakes. For s given sourcc i. v, is the 
mean rau of wcunence--or, equivalently, the expected 
number--of future earthquakes of me -= m 5 m, pcr 
time period I. This expectcd nurnbcr can he calculared 
from any canhquake time d~stribution, or from an eanh- 
quake prediction. For elnrthquake main shocks in a re- 
sion (i.e., excluding dependent evento such as fon- 
shocks and aftershocks). the most common asumption 
is  that successive eanhquPkss are random in tlmr and 
lollow a Poisson process. For this reason. the Poisson 
process is often considered a 'standard assumption" of 
a PSHA, but it is by no means a requirement. The nnly 
rtstricrion is that the term v, reprrsent the expected rate 
of occumnce for whatever underlying time dismbut~on 
is used. 

In a Poisson process, the evenu of a sequence occur 
with no 'rncmxyo of the time. size, or location of pre- 
ceding events, lheir interarrival times arc exponentially 



in which an instrument might bc located (LC., thc type 
and s i x  of building and instrument location within the 
building). These factors mean that some cart needs to 
ba applied in selecting ncordq fnr an tmpiricPl analysis 
and in conducring the analysis itself. Campbell (1985) 
presents a good 'summary of issues related to deriving 
cr~ lyh l~ r l  Brvuc~J ~ t ~ l ; ~ ~ ~  . , . p ~ t i a ~ ~  in#  PSWA. 

E5patiutw B u d  on Theory 

In recent yean ground-motion equations based on the- 
ories of wave generation and transmission have gained 
acceptance for PSHA. Notable among these is the band- 
limited. white-noise model of ground monon, which ac- 
curately predicts all measures of shaking (peak param- 
eters as well as response spectra) as a function of the 
moment and stress bop of the eanhquake (Hanks and 
McGuirc. 1981; Bwrc. 1983; McGuire et al., 1984). 
There methods have become popular as the number of 
strong-grcrund-motion records has increased, providing a 
subst&ual dam set to calibrate and venfy these theoret- 
ical models. They have some advantage over empirical 
methods in that physical arguments can bc used to pre- 
dict the character of ground shaking when few data have 
been recorded. However, the predictions must still be 
rcgardcd ns extrapalstions of the theory beyond where it 
has been validated, until c o n f m t o r y  records art ob- 
. - 

factors rcsulr in significant s c a r  in ground-motion nm- 
plitudes. 

This -scatter is usually quantified by the standard de- 
viation of the logarithm of ground motion. Values (using 
nanml logarithms) in the range 0.4 to 0.5 ate usually 
reported for empirical studies where a significant effon 
has Ircn mnrlr; fn catc~nrirc ihc ~ ~ g f l i n f i - s i t c  condi- 
tions accurately. and w h m  distance to the fault rupture 
surface b used as the distance mesum. Early studies 
repa=d larger senner, ucunlly brcnure site condirinnr 
were not accounted for or'known with c m i n t y  and be- 
cause a less meaningful measure of distance was used. 
A standard deviation of 0.4 to 0.5 for the natural loga- 
r i c h  of a ground-motion parameter implies a coefficienr 
of variation (the standard deviation divided by the mcan) 
of A factor of 1.50 to.1.65. This significant variability 
fundamentally affects the level of the calculatcd hazard. 

Calculation of Selsrnic Hazard 

In its simplcrt expressions. selsmic ha7nrd is reprc- 
sented by thmc quantities: an arnplicude of ground mo- 
tion, a time period of interest. and a probability that the 
amplitude will be exceeded during that time period. 

.Seismic hazard curves present a series of such results for 
&fierent anlplitudcs, and 3eismic hs;?ard maps present a 
set of amplitudes at different locations for which the 

rained. probabilir)&nd time period are constant. 
T h e  seismic hazard calculet~on i s  represented by the 

Variability in Ground Motion equation with a double integral in pan d of Figure 5. 

An irnpomnt influence on seismic hazard is the vsri- 
ability in ground motion. that is. the scancr in ampli- 
mdes around the best estimate for a given magnitude and 
distance. This sclrttcr is observed in all snong-modon 
data seu. even when records have been normalized to " 

ths some magnitude, distance, and recording site con- 
ditions. 

Causes of variability are randomness in eanhquake 
properties from event 10 event. and uncenainry in p p -  
enies of the transmission path and sire conditions. Rc- 
garding randomness, no two caRhquakes are identical in 
terms of the rupnue dynamics and the inlcrfercnce and 
*canning of waves dong the transmission path, even if 
the same magnitude earthquake rcoccun on a section of 

The probability of exceeding a ground-motion ampl~tude 
am ls%alculated for one possiblc eanhquake magnitude 
and location, that result is multiplred by the probabillry 
of occurrence of that rnagnirude st that location. and this 
process is repeated for all possible magnitudes nnd.10- 
cations. In general, these probabilities are calcularcd on 
an annual basis, i.c., the time period 1s one year. (Thls 
is not n restrictive =sumption; t l ~ r  results can bc rrans- 
lared rather easily to other t ~ m c  periods.) Because our 
usual interest is in low probability events, the total an- 
nual probability of exceeding some amplimde a* is thc 
sum of annual probabilities from all possible earth- 
quakes. This simple method for calculations is the center 
of all seismic hazard rcsulrs. 

The seismic hazard cnlculstion integrates over all po5- 
m active fault. For all canhquake records. there is un- ... . , sible &quakes and products a composite probability 
cenainty about the exact InfluZE,%f ZS in l  pmpc-rties of cxceedance which is both a strength and a limitation. 
nlong the transmission path: and about-the ntu-surface On the positive side. all eanhquakcs arc considmd and 
soil or rock p m p ~ i c s  and their effects on ground-mo- arc weighted by their relative probabilities of occur- 
tion energy. Theriforc. we trrnt'diffeGXi-Slieand-&- rcncc; rarc, strong carrhquakcs are considered in the ap- 
coramg p e w  as rhc samc. cvc~t  drvucsli clr=r-hdue dif- pwprinte nlntionnhip to frrrlrlrnr. wcnk earrh~uakcs, Qn 
fcrcnt effms on the &d ground motion. All of these the negative side, a single influential eanhquake cannot 
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